August 3, 2015

Mr. Scott Smithline, Director  
Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery  
1001 I Street  
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: California Paint Stewardship Program Plan and Annual Report corrections

Dear Scott,

We have been working with CalRecycle staff to make minor corrections to the California Architectural Paint Stewardship Program Plan, as well as the Year 1 and Year 2 annual reports. Below is a summary of changes for each document:

**Program Plan** — Corrected text that transposed Transportation costs with Processing costs, added footnote to highlight the change. Updated date to reflect submission of correction.

**Year 1 Annual Report** — Changed the number of drop-off sites from 495 to 493 in the Executive Summary on page 2, and in the narrative and table on page 6. Added footnote on page 6 explaining the edit. Added Visions in Oroville and Sacramento to the list of processors on page 13. Updated date to reflect submission of corrections.

**Year 2 Annual Report** — Carried forward change in number of drop-off sites made in Year 1 report. Added footnotes explaining the edits where applicable. Made correction to legal name of Visions in Oroville and deleted Veolia from list of oil-based paint processors on page 19. Updated date to reflect submission of corrections.

I respectfully submit the changes summarized above, along with the updated documents and thank you for consideration of these changes.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Jones  
West Coast Program Manager  

cc: Marjaneh Zarrehparvar, PaintCare  
Allyson Wilsey, CalRecycle